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State after State is recognizing the excellent service of PENOLITHICand demanding it. During
1933 Maine will have constructed on heavily traveled Route No. 1 23
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A Birthday
AINE HIGHWAYS

M

this month observes its first anniversary, being
one of the youngest highway maga·
zines published in the Country. In the
past year it has endeavored to offer its
readers, in both word and picture, interesting facts regarding the State of Maine
generally, the State's highway system, especially. Thanks to the generosity of its
contributors and advertisers, the publication has enjoyed encouragement and
growth. It seeks to serve in a helpful and
non-partisan manner for the information
of its readers and in rendering a constructive service to the state, and trusts its
endeavors may prove worthwhile.
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The
Thi1•d Class
High~ay
Build It Where The Farmer Is,
Not Where He Was, Say( The
Author

By John

C. Bu:rnhan•

Assistant Superintendent, State Aid Diri.sio11

HE highways of the State of Maine are divided into
three classes: State Highways, State Aid Highways and Third Class roads. These classifications
are familiar to almost everyone, but many citizens are
more or less unfamiliar with the features of the various

T

classifications.
In this article, we are interested in the matter of
Third Class Roads, the money for which is apportioned
from the General Highway Fund. This money comes
from the gas tax and registration fees collected by the
State and is not supplemented in any way by the towns.
The law requires that all roads to be built with Third
Class money must be "Designated Roads". The designation of a road comes as a request from the municipal
officers of the town and is then approved or disapproved
by the Commission. Of course the Commission assumes
that the town would not request a designation on anything except an important and well-traveled road. It can
readily be seen that the choice of a designation is a momentous one. Every citizen of the town should be interested in this matter and the location should be wholly
uninfluenced by personal desires. If a road is not built

where it will benefit as many people as possible, it acts
as a burden to the taxpayer, as all towns are obligated
to maintain a Third Class Road once it is built.
Unfortunately we are not in a financial position to
build roads through sections where the farms have been
abandoned, even in the hope of influencing people to return to them. It is more important to take care of those
who are already here and to give as much as possible to
the man who is now paying taxes.
The law further provides that the work must continue
upon a road until it is completed or the designation
changed. Doubtless, a careful study of the roads already designated would show that some of these designations should be rescinded and other roads of more
importance built first. Time and conditions often affect
the importance of a road, and a location which once
seemed important sometimes falls into comparative disuse. This is frequently brought about by a change
of market centers, discontinuance of railroad facilities,
the construction of State Highways giving cheaper and
quicker transportation to larger centers and numerous
other causes.
Page Five
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It can readily be seen that under 'some circumstances certain portion of this road automatically changed and
the cost of constructing a road might be more than the became State Aid; therefore it could no longer receive
Third Class money. The State Aid Road in this town is
value of the property which it would serve.
about 10 1/3 miles in length and it will necessarily take
many
years to build. The municipal officers feel that
MANY towns which are faced with the problem of
Third
Class money spent upon this road would be of
designating a new Third Class Road have asked if
greater
advantage to Limington and the State than it
it would be possible to spend Third Class funds on a
could
possibly
be in any other part of the town. This
State Aid Road. Under the present laws it is impossible
to do this, but it might be beneficial if some change is only one case out of many towns which have found
could be made whereby these requests could be granted. themselves in similar positions.
The Third Class funds are. primarily intended to beneAs an example, the town of Limington entered a Three
Town Act which comes under the State Aid classification. fit the rural districts. When this work first started, the
In order to enter a Three Town Act, the road designated appropriation was small, but it has been gradually inmust be a continuous road, extending through three or creased until it now involves a matter of $700,000. The
more towns. A section of the road so extending in the following tables will give a detailed explanation of extown of Limington was a Third Class Road. When Lim- penditures and work accomplished by the State Highway
ington entered the Three Town Act, the designation of a Commissionon Third Class Roads during the year 1931:

STATEMENT OF THIRD CLASS HIGHWAY FUND
From January 1, 1931 to December 31, 1931
:F'unds
AYailable

1930 Unapportioned Balance
1930 Unexpended Balance
1930 General Supervision Balance
1931 Supervision paid by Town
1931 General Supervision Apportionment
1931 Construction Apportionment
1931 Transfers from Special Resolve
1931 Miscellaneous Refunds
1931 Apportionment to Saco from 1932 Funds

$

.08
40,645.09
3,864.68
422.63
17,098.29
682,901.71
8,339.91
161.27
2,326.62

Totals
Cost of Supervision (General and paid by Town)

$755,760.28

La1>sed to
General
High

way

$

Fund

Expenditures

.08
2,385.29

$2,385.37

$ 39,838.77
1,479.39
422.63
7,683.25
666,662.99
8,339.91
161.27
2,209.95

$

$726,798.16
9,585.27

$26,576.75

State Expenditure on Third Class Roads
Transfer and Reimbursements

$717,212.89
25,799.79

Paid by State Paid by Town -

1931 Construction
1931 Construction

$691,413.10
76,338.12

1931 Construction

$767,751.22

Total Cost -

Balance

806.32
9,415.04
16,238.72
116.67
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES ON THIRD CLASS HIGHWAYS
January 1, 1931 to December 31, 1931
No. of
Towns

386
1
3
15
40
445
13
3
22
483

Type

of Roml

Cost of
Cost of
I~t>n~th Super- Labor and
Miles vision
Material

Paid Ry
Total Cost

98.47
$684,663.54 $684,663.54
Gravel
13,243.11
13,243.11
Penolithic Macadam 0.31
484.44
484.44
Repairs
15,819.88
15,819.88
Rebuilt Gravel
53,540.25
53,540.25
Uncompleted Work
$767,751.22 $767,751.22
Totals (1931 Work) 98.78
Expenditures for Supervision (General and paid by Town)
Reimbursements
Transfers to State Aid

TO"l'VnS

$64,511.45
7,671.75
5.77
406.90
3,742.25
$76,338.12

Paid By State
Third Class
Fund

Paidi By
Sta11e Spec.
Resolve

$613,207.70 $7,044.39.
5,571.36
378.67
15,412.98
1.295.52
48,502.48
$683,073.19 $8,339.91

Total State
Aid Paid

Cost Per
Mlle

$620,252.09 $6,953.01
5,571.36 42,719.71
378.67
15,412.98
49,798.00
$691,413.10
9,585.27
22,555.22
3,244.57
$726,798.16

Total State Expenditures
Laid Overs to 1932

9 Towns reported construction and rebuilding
10 Towns. reported construction and uncompleted work
24 5 Towns reported construction and were reimbursed
459
Towns received apportionment in 1931 (including City of Saco)
Rate of apportionment $46.09 per mile of Third Class Roads.

COUNTY TABLE, 1931-THIRD CLASS HIGHWAYS
County

Gva ve l

mt.
Mac.

Total Miles
Con*Rebuilt
structed

*Unco1uplete(l
Work

6.57
9.68
9.40
5.14
5.13
7.27
2.82
1.76
8.17
10.51
3.54
1.08
7.32
7.91
3.!)0
8.52

0.15
0.20
0.45
0.04

0.98
0.23
0.28
0.21

0.16
0.73
0.32
0.50
1.23
0.33
1.19
0.13
0.10
0.03
0.86
0.90
0.11
0.10
1.35

98.78
0.31
98.47
Totals
General Engineering and Inspection Costs

2.57

8.04

Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York

6.57
9.68
9.09
5.14
5.13
7.27
2.82
1.76
8.17
10.57
3.54
1.08
7.32
7.91
3.90
8.52

0.31

Total Costs
*Columns not included in "total miles constructed".

0.03

Total

Cost

Paid by Town

Paid by State

$ 45,849.64
73,567.20
77,117.17
40,582.64
37,540.38
60,026.23
25,398.29
20,603.18
73,733.58
64,175.16
29,395.72
15,830.80
58,774.32
51,805.55
24,412.80
68,938.56

$ 7,329.71
12,724.76
19,386.51
1,796.59
4,766.24
8,832.39
635.54
1,507.57
1,852.15
3,614.68
1,884.32
860.17
5,085.53
2,770.33
569.39
2,722.24

$ 38,519.93
60,842.44
57,730.66
38,786.05
32,774.14
51,193.84
24,762.75
19,095.61
71,881.43
60,560.48
27,511.40
14,970.63
53,688.79
49,035.22
23,843.41
66,216.32

$767,751.22
9,585.27

$76,338.12
422.63

$691,413.10
9,162.64

$777,336.49

$76,760.75

$700,575.74

Machias
By

He•u•y

Couetruciion.
Bridge

•••

L. Doten

Courage and Skill Of Early Settlers

Engineer,

Department

Reflected Anew As Modern Demands
Callfor Replacing Old Covered Bridge

T the start of construction on the new bridge at
Machias, the workmen tore away the side walls
and roof of the covered bridge which stretches
across the main channel of the river, exposing the members of the trusses to plain view. Since the truss timbers
appeared to be in such sound condition, considerable
conjecture arose concerning the length of time which
the bridge has been in service and by whom it was built.
The concensus of opinion appears to be that the bridge
was constructed by Dean S~ Robinson in about the year
1850. Mr. Robinson was a millwright and framer and
worked in one of the large lumber mills in Machias.
It is not known whether or not Mr. Robinson had any
plans for building the structure but it is assumed that
he had merely visited some bridge of similar construction and from measurements taken worked out suitable
proportions for his own structure.

A

.,

(

WHEN one views the existing bridge in its present
state, he cannot help but marvel at the accurate
'framing and the symmetrical proportions of the trusses
and cannot fail to realize that the work was performed
by skilled workmen under the direction of a real craftsman. All the timbers above the level of the plank
decking are in a wonderful state of preservation and one
must believe that our ancestors used excellent judgment
when they developed the "through" covered bridge,
which, by the way, is a distinctly American type and
reached a high state of development particularly in New
England.
The truss timbers, except for the bottom
chords, are believed to have been incorporated in the

Pictures
illustrating
this article,
through
courtesy
of
Alfred
K.
Ames,
Frank
S,
Ames, The Parlin Printing
Company.

original structure. The bottom chord timbers are said
to have been replaced and this is probably true as decay
would attack these members more readily, due to their
being somewhat exposed to the weather, in spite of the
covering, and also being exposed to the spray and mist
arising from the falls directly beneath the bridge.
The bridge trusses are warped slightly and sag in
places showing that they have been overloaded by our
modern traffic. But as one stands and watches the contractor's huge trucks with immense loads of stone aggregate passing along the bridge floor, one cannot help but
marvel at this bridge, which has withstood so well the
ravages of time and even now, in the last days of its
existence defies the modern "King of the Road" which
has caused its replacement.
The improvement of the approach to the new ~ridge
required the demolition of a house which has been unoccupied for a few years. When the men were carrying
on their work they discovered that the frame was joined
together with wooden pins which were whittled out by
hand and fashioned like the treenails or "trunnels" used
in early shipbuilding.
No nails of any sort were found
in the frame.
wlTH all this surrounding evidence of early craftsmanship, it was a natural step to inquire concerning the early history of the town and it seems fitting to
recount briefly some of the facts 'concerning
this town which is so richly endowed with
historical fame.

Food for the Hungry,
Drink for the Thirsty,
Lodging for the Weary and
Good Keeping for Horses
by ]ob Burnham.
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The Old Covered Bridge

A recent 'View showi11g the bridge in "the last days of its
<
existence."

portant meetings and events transpired beneath its roof.
In the northeast corner of the house the second Masonic
lodge of the state was constituted. It was named after
General Warren of Bunker Hill fame and, it' may be
mentioned, in passing, that the charter was signed by
Paul Revere who was then Grand Junior Warden of the
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. Burnham Tavern became a famed hostelry having a reputation for its hospitality and good rum, the latter being of course procurable at all taverns of that period.
The town continued to grow rapidly after the Revolution and in 1841 one of the first railroads in the
United States was constructed from Whitneyville to
Machiasport. The road was seven and seven-eighths
miles in length and the track was made of wooden
stringers covered with strap iron. In active use for
over fifty years, this road was used mainly to carry
lumber from the mills to the wharves for shipment.
No passenger trains were ever operated over the line
but people were privileged to ride upon the train if
they cared to do so at their own risk. It is said that
the engineer would al ways slow down and sometimes
even stop to permit passengers to get aboard or depart.
Many other important events such as the founding
of a bank, the publishing of a newspaper and the construction of Fort O'Brien at Machiasport could be
chronicled but space does not permit.
You motorists and tourists who travel along Route
l, towards the rising sun, should plan to stop in Machias _
and enjoy its hospitality, which is as famous now as in
the days of Burnham Tavern. Stroll around the quaint
old streets and by all means visit Burnham Tavern which
has been carefully preserved and observe its unusual
architecture and see the fine collection of household
furnishings and utensils of the Revolutionary period.
Notice also the Tavern sign on which appears the folURNHAM TAVERN was built seven years after the lowing legend:
(Continued on page 20}
first permanent settlement was made and many im-

While the first permanent settlement was established
at Machias in 1763 by a few pioneer families from
Scarboro, local history states that the place was visited
by Champlain in 1604, sixteen years before the landing
of the Mayflower. In 1633 an Englishman, Richard
Vines, established a trading post here and was later
forced by a Frenchman, LaTour, to abandon his claim
to the territory. It is said that the Scarboro settlers
were attracted to this location because of the abundant
marsh hay, good water power and the fine timber growing nearby. Saw mills were constructed and Machias
soon obtained a very favorable reputation for its farming and lumbering.
Other settlers came in 1765 and people settled not
only at West Falls (Machias) but also around Middle
River (Marshfield) and East Falls (East Machias).
Massachusetts granted the people settlers' township
rights in 1770 and, as Machias prospered, a meeting
house was built in 1774. However, things were not
always favorable for the hardy men and women, as
records show that the village su:ffered from famine and
also from many vicious attacks by the Indians.
The rough frontier life encountered here bred courage
and independence and when the struggle for American
Independence began, Machias was the first to proclaim
their stand by the erection of a Liberty Pole. When
news of this action reached the British forces, soldiers
immediately set sail to Machias to subdue the colony.
Instead of meekly accepting the mandates of the British
Commander, a small band of settlers armed with scythes,
pitchforks and a few guns attacked and captured the
British frigate "Margaretta". So the first naval battle
of the Revolution was fought in Machias River. Captain Moore of the "Margaretta" was fatally wounded
and died in an upstairs room of Burnham Tavern.
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On The
By

George

J.

Right

Road

Stobie

Commissioner,
Inland Fisheries and Game

HERE seems to have been passed ,in the year 1830
the first law in regard to the killing of game in the
State of Maine which was then only ten years old.
This law read as follows: "Any person who shall kill
any moose or deer between the 1st day of July and the
Lst day of November in any year shall forfeit and pay
for every moose or deer so killed the sum of $5.00, one
money to the use of the county in which the offense
may be committed, and the other money for the use of
the person who shall sue for the same within six months
next after commission of the offense a year afterwards".
In 1837, there was passed a law relative to the destruction of wolves and bears, providing for a bounty of
$10.00 for the head of each wolf and $2.00 for the head
of each bear.
Old records show that in 1850 there were lots of
moose and deer. About that time the people of the
eastern part of the State found a market for deer meat
in the Boston and New York markets. After finding
this market they killed deer in the deep snows and in
the summer. They would organize drives with large

That's Maine's Objective In The
Development Of The Fish And
Game Industry -- Bits Of Early
History Inspiring Present Laws

T

parties and with dogs and clean out practically every
section in which moose and deer formerly abounded.
After getting carload lots together they would then ship
them to the Boston or New York markets. A. J. Darling, an old hunter and farmer of the State, said that
after that slaughter he did not see a deer for eight years.
At about the same time the hunters would go farther
back into the State, into the big woods, and kill moose
in March when the snow was deep and save the hides
until the ice was out of the streams; then they would
make rafts and pack the hides on these rafts and take
them down to Bangor where they sold them for $2.50
each. Wherein it was possible that meat was also
brought along and shipped up to the New York and
Boston markets. It has been said that almost a whole
schoonerload would leave Bangor loaded down with
hides and meat taken in the Maine woods. At the same
time people were taking the trout and salmon from the
spawning beds in large lots and salting them down for
winter use and in the spring months netting them and
sending them to the Boston and New York markets.
was passed a law entitled "An Additional
I NAct1852to there
Prevent the Destruction of Moose and Deer".
Under this provision there was appointed by the Governor one moose Warden for each of the counties of
Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Commissioner Stobie and his son snapped 1ohile
spending a day as "guests" of some of Maine's
fish and game family.
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Aroostook and Washington. Each warden
was authorized to appoint Deputies not exceeding two for each county and the wardens
were required to give bond in the sum of
$500. Their duties were to enforce the law.
These wardens received no salary but were
authorized to keep a certain percentage of the
fines collected from violators. Under the
same law foreign citizens and Indians were
prohibited from killing any deer or moose
within the limits of the State.
In 1857 there was a compilation of hunting
laws passed. These consisted only of laws
relating to mischievous dogs, bounty on
wolves and bears, and laws covering the killing of moose and deer. These laws changed
the 1855 laws and put a closed season on
moose from October to March.
In 1868, the Legislature authorized the appointment of two men to investigate the conditions and report to the next Legislature.
Mr. Nathan W. Foster and Charles C. Atkins
were appointed. They hired A. J. Darling,
of Enfield, to cruise the eastern part of the
State. He was gone several weeks and reported that he had travelled the Aroostook,
Penobscot and St. John sections and had
found only three moose. In 1869, Charles C.
Atkins was appointed Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game by Governor
Chamberlain.
In the Revised Statutes of 1871, the closed
season on moose, deer and caribou, which is
the first mention we find in the laws of
Maine relative to caribou, was given as
February 1st to October 1st, and the penalty
was $40.00 each for moose, deer or caribou.
In 1878, a law was passed providing for a
closed season on moose until October 1st
1880, with a penalty of $100.00 for each
moose killed in violatio~ thereof. That law
further provided that after October 1st, 1880,
no moose should be killed at any time with
dogs under a penalty of $100.00 for each
moose and provided for an annual closed
season for the State after October 1st, 1880,
covering the period of January 1st to October
1st. That same chapter also provided that no
person should hunt with dogs for deer or
caribou with a penalty of $40.00 for each
animal killed. They further provided for a
closed season from January 1st to October
1st for hunting or killing deer or caribou inl
any manner, with a penalty of $40.00 forl
each animal.

Maine brook fishing, to rri,any associates of
Mr. I. Walton's League, ranks as the king
of sports-a quiet, healthy recreation, bound
to dislodge all business cares and put the
strictly personal matter of "appetite" into
one's mind.
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A PUBLIC law was passed in l883 which provided
for a limit of one moose, two caribou or three deer
under a penalty of $100 for each moose and $40.00 each
for caribou or deer killed in violation of the closed season· from January 1st to October 1st. A law was passed
in 1899 providing for a closed time on caribou for six
years from October 15th, 1899. In that same year the
limit of deer to be taken was placed at two deer with
open season from October 1st to December 15th, cutting
out the last half of December, which had been open season since 1878~ Also. in 1899, by procuring a license
costing $6.00 for a non-resident and $4.00 for a resident,
one deer could be taken in the counties of Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, Piscataquis, Penobscot, Aroostook, Hancock and Washington, for consumption in the locality
where taken during the month of September only. In
1899 one bull moose was allowed, with the· closed season from December 1st to October 15th.
A law making Sunday closed time for game and birds
of all kinds was passed in 1883. It read as follows:
"Sunday is hereby made a closed time on which day
it shall not be lawful for any person to hunt, kill or
destroy game or birds of any kind under the penalties
imposed for the hunting, killing or destroying of the
same under any closed time now established by law.
This Act shall not be construed to repeal the administration of penalties already imposed for any violation
of the Sunday laws. This was approved February 28th,
1883. It might also be stated that at that time before
this bill was passed there was a movement made to
close the State to fishing as well as hunting. This bill
was approved by Governor John L. Cutler, of Bangor.
The history of this law says that for many years, not
much attention was given to Sunday hunting, but as
years rolled by, each year and each incoming Governor
were confronted with petitions, etc., from residents of

the State asking that Sunday hunting be stopped, so you
will find that since this law was enacted in 1883 each
year until the present time pressure has been brought
to bear on Governors and Commissionersuntil now, when
it is considered a major offense to hunt on Sunday.
Closed time on caribou was made perpetual in 1913,
with a penalty of $200.00. I might state that law makers were rather slow in putting a closed time on caribou,
as records show that the last caribou reported seen in
the State of Maine was nearly ten years before this law
was put into effect.
In 1919, a law was passed which required all residents of the State who wished to hunt in the State to
take out a registration certificate. In looking over the
arguments of the Legislature of that year I find that
this was passed to distinguish the residents from the
non-resident. This law was in effect until July 13th,
1929, at which time a new law was put into effect
requiring a license to fish and hunt for residents of the
State.
THIS law was passed to provide more funds for the
Department for the propagation of fish and game.
The money derived from the fishing license is to be used
wholly in the propagation of fish, while that derived
from the hunting license is to be used for the protection
of both fish and game and in any other way that the
Department sees fit. This license law has caused some
feeling throughout the State, but I feel that after the
sportsmen of the State have seen the results which will
take several years to show that the majority will be
thankful that such a law was passed. The State has
cooperated with the sportsmen by appropriating
$100,000 more toward the maintenance of the Department and simply asks that the sportsmen help out also.
(Continued on page 20)

The

Doctor
and

The

Highwray

Improved Roads Have Changed
Medical Problems In Rural
Communities

By

George

H.

CooIRhs!'

M. D.

State Director, Bureau of Health

OMETHING over 40 years ago the writer, after a
long night's vigil awaiting arrival of the stork, took
passage in his sleigh at about 5 A. M. to return to
his home over partially broken roads more or less filled
with drifts. As is sometimes the way of such men he
fell asleep, to awaken with a start and the exclamation,
"Whoa Tom, Whoa", semiconsciously given with the
realization that the horse (which had· been recently the
property of an undertaker) had stopped in front of a
cemetery in the country! The horse had exercised his
common sense and training, and had the present means
of travel been in vogue in those days, the falling asleep
might have meant a permanent residence at that time
in the cemetery for the driver.
All occupations have their hazards and it takes some
persons a long time to learn by experience.
As recently as April, 1932, this same doctor started
in a pouring rainstorm at about 10 P. M. to make
rendezvous with the stork on a country road. Understanding that he must leave his faithful auto at least a
mile from the scene of operation, he found that the car
must be left in a mudhole at least a quarter of a mile
from the expected meeting place of a guide. After a
walk of more than a mile he arrived at his destination
and took care of the little "shaver", then started on the
return trip with the boys of the family, although it was

S

past midnight, who drove a yoke of oxen to the scene
of the disheartened automobile and pulled it out. It
mattered not if the roads were slippery, that one step
ahead was a half step backward. Finally the auto was
pulled out by the oxen and the boys decided it was too
risky for the doctor to start home unaided, there being
two miles or more of treacherous frost holes to be navigated before safe roads could be found. So with the
cattle hooked on to the front of the car and the car in
low gear the return trip started.
It will ever be a regret to the writer that flashlights
could not be obtained of the procession. The doctor
arrived home safe and sound in the early morning hours
but the toll upon the auto was greater by far than the
profit that could accrue from several such trips. How
strange it is that some persons can never realize that
discretion is the better part of valor, so that in a case
of this sort experience might teach an old hand to let
the young men do such stunts.
BUT this is a reminder that we have gotten so used
to going through almost any kind of hard roads
with autos that we start out without any particular
thought, except that what has been done once could be
done again. These two trips emphasize the conditions
past and present and the perils that are a part of the
Page Thirteen
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LL in all the improved highways in the state have
everyday life of those who engage in such occupations.
made for better medical service, more hours for
A most tremendous 24 hours' work with the use of
horses consisted of 105 miles by auto, 6 miles in an rest and recreation for the country doctor, yet these fine
open dory all in freezing cold at night and thawing mud roads are probably the greatest factor in reducing the
holes in the daytime of typical Maine November. Such number of rural physicians needed and at the same time
mere incidentals as this amount of driving is now mere made more acute the need for this very service m
child's play to the average country doctor, for the auto emergencies.
No less important in relation to medical service in
has changed every aspect of country medical practice.
When we realize that in the winter of 1931-32 our State the improved road conditions is the lessened wear and
Highway Department kept over 10,000 miles clear of tear on the auto driver through the straightened roads
snow and when to such knowledge we start out on roads and the freedom from jolts and jounces and the imwhich have not been modernized to meet the change provement in machines.
All these things have come to us, yet we talk wisely
in traffic and are obliged to dig way for our automobiles
through drifted snow and pull a car out of mud, we then about things being so much different and perhaps better
are in a position to understand the enormous strides when we were young.
The sum total of these changes is the betterment of
that have been taken in this method of travel and its
all conditions and a finer and more wonderful world to
application to medical practice.
But while we have had roads a short time in the live in.
winter, spring and fall, yet the time saving improvement in roads and in the perfection of automobiles has
Commission Meets April 4th
entirely changed the problem of medical supply for
The next meeting of the State Highway Commission
rural communities.
will
be held at the offices on Tuesday afternoon, April
The doctor can travel a distance of three or four miles
4th.
The session will extend through the following day.
now before the horse can even be harnessed and the
entire ordinary call and travel both ways by auto could
Street cleaners report cigar stubs are not nearly so
he made before the horse driven trip one way could
short.
he made.
Spare tires are beginning to appear on tire racks.
This is in no slight degree the cause of lack of medical
It is safer to leave children's hanks around the house.
service in our communities, but it has also another side
People are saying, "Won't you stay to dinner?"-as
to it in that it has become the custom in many communities, perhaps by the people "following a leader", to go if they meant it.
Men are getting haircuts almost regularly.
to larger places or to hospitals for ordinary medical
Women report a gradual improvement in the quality
service in good weather, forgetting for some reason that
the doctor who stands by them through all weather has of bridge prizes, and nobody has won a Woolworth lamp
shade in several weeks.-Georgia Highways.
to have money to live on just the same as before.
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The
By

Willard

IRST of all may I thank you for the opportunity to
be with you at this convention and to participate
in your program. During the last few years, we
have seen a notable change in the interest and activities
of those that have to do with highway planning, design
and construction. It is not so long ago that we were
completely preoccupied with . the matter of technical
design. Today the emphasis is noticeably on the economics of highway planning, building, maintenance and
operation.
There are three basic reasons for this shift. The first
is the fact that, as Mr. Bauer pointed out, when we
started to build highways a few years ago there was
so much to do so quickly that we went ahead with a
minimum amount of planning. A minimum of economic
study was necessary, because there was so much need
that we could scarcely go wrong.
Today we have a well-developed primary system in
this country. It is not yet completed. Much remains
to be done both by way of extension and improvement,
but in the main we have laid down the skeleton of a
national highway system. Now we are being forced to
consider, with a great deal more concern, just how we
shall proceed with the next_ step.
A second cause of the emphasis on economics today
is the matter of governmental economy under the prevailing business conditions, which has been forced upon
those who administer our public affairs. It is becoming
more and more necessary to justify the expenditure of
all the taxpayers' dollars, including those that go into
highway service.
A third reason why we are devoting more of our
thought to the economics of our business is the opposition to highway transportation that has been fostered
by the railroads. If we are going to meet and deal
with this attack, we must know a great deal more about
the economics of our business than it has been necessary
to know heretofore. We cannot expect the public to
take our business for granted in the face of direct attack

F
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Chevalier

This Article
Is a reprint of an address delivered by Mr. Chevalier,
Publishing Director of "Engineering News-Record" and
"Constructions Records", before members of the AssociCftion.of Highway Offi<Ji.als _of the North Atlantw States,
in Ninth Annual Convention. It includes an interesting development regarding highway construction, together with a tirnely discussion on numerous matters of
importance to Maine people.
'l'be First Part
Herein published considers by subjects: A New Transportation Machine-A. New Basis of Payment-The
Tributary Indnstries-'l.'he Need For Highway Planning-More Rational Grouping of Highways-To Stimulate Traffic and Revenues-Economies Through Cutting
Governmenta.l Costs-Highway Taxes Are Highway
Revenues.-THE EDITOR.

I doubt whether very many of our people, including
ourselves, are fully acquainted with the significance and
the influence of the modern highway on our community
life--governmental, social and economic. And so, I
would take a few minutes to present a picture of highway
development as I see it. I would back off and take a
long look at it. We all are so close to it that sometimes
we miss the fundamental significance of what is right
before us.
A New Transportation Machine
The man who invented the motor car did something
infinitely more far-reaching than simply give us a new
vehicle. He laid the foundation of an entirely new transportation machine of which the motor-car is but one
element. Soon after the advent of this first element
came the second. That was a track upon which the
motor car could operate, the modern hard-surfaced

highway.
May I point out that the modern highway is not a
road. What I mean by that is this :-A hundred years
ago the chief agency of land transportation was the
turnpike or the highway. That was the means by which
man traveled overland. Then the highway or turnpike
was truly an artery of transportation. But then came
the railroad, and with the advent of the railroad the
upon it.
highway passes out of the picture for the time being.
In other words, it is most important at this time that The road becomes purely a service of land access. The
we determine quickly and disseminate widely the eco- only road was the local road. When I was a youngster
nomic facts concerning the building, maintenance and on a farm up in New York State we lived five miles
operation of our highways. For that reason, it is a from the nearest town and we went into town once a
sound and wise policy for those of us engaged in the week to get the mail and do our trading, if the road
highway industry to give more thought to the economics permitted. No one would think of taking a long jourof our business.
Page Fifteen
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ney of fifty or a hundred or two hundred miles by road.
The road was not an artery of transportation-it was
simply a means of providing access to the nearest railroad station or to the nearest community.
That was the status of the road when the motor-car
came into the picture. And the effect of the motor-car
was to re-create the highway as an artery of transportation, to re-establish the turnpike or the "King's Highway" of the pre-railroad days. In other words, it provided one element of a brand new transportation system.
Thus the highway is not a road or a super-road. It is
as different from a road as the main street in your town
is from a stairway in your home. Today we have both
highways and roads-we need them both. But they
differ, not only in their physical and engineering aspects,
hut also in their functions and in their economic purposes.
It was not long before the third element of this transportation machine was developed. That was the pneumatic tire. Then we had the three essential elementsthe internal combustion engine, the hard-surfaced highway, and the pneumatic tire. We had a new transportation machine.
One of the difficulties with the thinking of the public
and with those engaged in the transportation industry,
is that they are not alive to the fact that we have built
a new transportation system and not simply improved
some roads.
A New Basis of Payment
When we developed this new transportation system it
came upon us overnight. We did not know what to do
with it; we did not know what it was all about. It took
some time before we realized that we must set up a new
basis of paying for the service rendered by this new
machine. The first of our roads were paid for by land
taxes alone, because they were land-access facilities, giving access and thereby value to land. But when we
re-established the highways as true arteries of transportation, open to hundreds and thousands of miles of
travel, it became necessary to set up a new basis for
financing the provision and maintenance of this facility.
So we devised the gasoline and vehicle taxes as proper
charges by the communities for the use of the new highway transportation facilities.
Right here is where a great deal of discussion and
thinking about highway economics is inadequate. We
are too much inclined to think that the motor-car and the
highway alone constitute the new transportation machine.
It is not so. Let me draw an analogy. On the one hand,
we have the transportation machine we know as the
railroad, on the other the highway. Let us compare
them element for element. The railroad has its motive
power and rolling stock; the highway has its motor car,
truck and bus. The railroad has its permanent way; the

highway has the highway proper. The railroad has its
yards; the highway has its garages and parking lots.
The railroad has its fuel and water stations; the highway
has its filling stations. The railroad has its round-houses
and shops; the highway has its service stations and repair shops. The railroad has its terminals for freight
and passengers; the highway has its bus waiting rooms,
its tourist camps and similar facilities. The railroad has
its signal and dispatching system; the highway has its
traffic control and police force.
So we see that this new transportation machine of ours
is not simply a matter of a road and a vehicle--it is a
very highly developed and completely articulated transportation machine. When we are thinking about the
capital investment, employment and taxable wealth involved in the two transportation machines it will not do
to consider that highway transportation consists of
nothing but a road and a motor-car.
The Tributary

Industries

Now these are only the primary or immediate elements
of the new highway transportation machine. In addition
to them, we have the secondary industries that are a part
of it. I refer to the manufacture and sale of motorcars, of fuel and oil, of tires and other accessories, of
road-building materials and equipment, to the wayside
stands of one kind or another, and to a very large part
of the hotel and insurance business in the country. These
are phases of American business, industry and trade that
have no existence apart from highway transportation.
They are far-flung activities, touching the lives of
millions of our people; their importance must not be
overlooked or underestimated in appraising the relation
of highway transportation to our industrial and business
life.
I am not discussing here those intangible, social, educational and economic advantages that inure to the citizen
by virtue of having the highways. I am talking only
about the actual cash and investment values that are
involved in the conduct of its operations.
One reason why this has not been clear to our people
is that the railroad transportation machine is a privately
owned, highly centralized and closely articulated plant
for mass transportation, whereas the highway transportation machine is a publicly controlled, decentralized
agency for personal and small-unit transportation. On
the one hand we have a rigid agency of transportation
that must deal with the mass. On the other we have
highly individualized and flexible transportation that
deals with the individual. But if we are going to investigate the economic problems of these two systems,
we must be sure that we take into account, as a unit, all
of these dispersed, separate and individually owned and
operated agencies that compose the complete highway
machine.
(Continued on page 18)
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CLIPPINGS
Want Ads
"Widow wants washing."
"Wanted-A horse to do the work
of a country minister."
"Inventor of a new type go-cart
wishes to meet financier to push
same."
"Mr. Furrier begs to announce
that he will make furs, coats, etc.,
for ladies out of their own skins."
"Wanted-A saleslady. Must be
respectable until after Christmas."
"Wanted-A room by a gentleman
twenty feet long and twelve feet
wide."
"For Rent - Lovely furnished
room in private family with bath
on car line."
"For Sale-A folding bed by a
lady that shuts up and looks like a
. "
piano.
-Mississippi Highways.

Election Note
The "cullud" lady gave her name,
her address, and her age; and then
the clerk of registration asked this
question:
"What party are you affiliated
with?"
"Does I have to answer dat?"
"That is the law."
"Den you just scratch my name
offen de books. Ef I got to tell dat
party's name, ah don' vote das all.
Why, he ain't got his divorce yit."
-Wisconsin

Highways.

Sure, Why Not?
INDIGNANT FATHER: "Do you think
it is fair, Bobby, after I told you
there wasn't any Santa Claus, to go
and tell the neighbors I laid your
Easter eggs, too?"
-Phoenix

I

-Kansas Oity Star.

-Widow.

Mutual Field.

Think of the Garbage Game!
CUSTOMER (entering store): "My,
what smells?"
DEALER: "Do you smell it, too?"
CUSTOMER: "Yes, what is it?"
DEALER: "The business. It's rotten."
-Successful

Advertising.

Safety First
FATHER: "I don't like to see our
daughter lighting cigarettes."
MODERN MOTHER: "Oh, don't be
old-fashioned, John."
FATHER: "It isn't that. She's too
young to be playing with matches."
-Enka

Voice.

Breaches and Breeches
Said a golfer to his partner: "Just
· look at that girl dressed like a man.
What are her parents thinking of
anyway? I think it's disgraceful."
"That, sir, is my daughter," replied the partner.
"I beg pardon, I didn't know you
were her father," was the apologetic
reply.
"I'm not, I'm her mother." And
the golfer wilted.
-Dunham

If They Talked as They Write
The News
REPORTER (introducing wife to city
editor) : "Chief, I want you to meet
the man's alleged wife, an attractive
young matron of thirty-seven. Dear,
this is Mr. Jones, an editor of a'
. newspaper."
mornmg
CoPY EDITOR (observing small
daughter in the act of yanking the
coffee pot off the table, to wife) :
"Nab child and avoid crash-possibly fatal burns."

0-o-o-o Y-y-y-eah?
"Did you make the debating
team?"
"N-n-no. They s-s-said I w-wwasn't t-t-tall enough."

Magazine.

Not Sinful
The minister called at the Jones'
home on Sunday afternoon and little
Willie answered the bell.
"Pa ain't home," he announced.
"He went over to the golf club."
The minister's brow darkened, and
Willie hastened to explain:
"Oh, he ain't gonna play any golf;
not on Sunday. He just went over
for a few highballs and a little stud
poker."
-Oraftsman.

Darn 'Em
DUBIOUS PERSON: "I've been getting threatening letters through the
mail. Isn't there a law against
that?"
Posr OFFICE INSPECTOR: "Of
course there is. It's a very serious
offense to send threatening letters.
Have you any idea who's doing it?"
Dusrous PERSON:
"Sure, the
Woofus Furniture Company."
-The Life

A.etna-izer.

If Genuine
SKEPTICAL Miss: "Can this coat
be worn out in the rain without hurting it?"
FUR SALESMAN: "Lady, did you
ever see a skunk carry an umbrella?"
-American Mutual Magazine.

Case of Necessity
A stout woman wedged into a
crowded street car had difficulty getting into her tightly buttoned jacket
to extract her fare.
"Madam," said the man next to
her, during her fruitless struggles,
"let me pay your fare."
She protested rather indignantly.
"My only reason for wishing to do
so," he said, "is that you've unbuttoned my suspenders three times trying to get into your pocket."
-N.

0. T. and L. News.

An Eye For Business
Abe had shot a man, and was
sentenced to be electrocuted. On the
morning of the execution the warden
told him how sorry he was and how
it was going to cost the State five
hundred dollars to electrocute him.
"Bum business," spoke up Abe.
"Give me fifty dollars and I'll shoot
myself!"
--Tennessee Road Builder.
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FUTURE HIGHWAY PROGRAM
(Continued

from page 16)

I make no apology for the time I have taken to present
this picture, because an understanding of it is essential
for any intelligent highway planning.

The Need for Highway Planning
If we have in our highways a real transportation
system we must administer it on economic rather than
political or "pork-barrel" lines. As we have developed
this new agency of transportation service, the state and
national governments, and to some degree the counties,
have become custodians of the essential track. So we
must plan our program on sound economic lines and not
leave it to chance, happenstance, and political influence.
If we see this picture as a whole we shall plan wisely.
If we do not see it as a whole we shall plan on the basis
of expediency and we shall lose thereby, not only in cash,
but also in the benefits that we may derive from a sound
transportation system.
Keeping this picture in mind, here are some of the
elements which, it seems to me, we must keep before us
in formulating our highway programs for the immediate
future and for the long term.

More Rational Grouping of Highways

.,,peratingto make it truly a transportation system. Now
that we are confronted by the need for a more rational
classification and grouping of our highways, there is
the more reason why we should maintain the influence of
the Bureau of Public Roads in our highway thinking
and planning.
I know that I do not need to develop that subject
before this audience, for you all know these things as
well as I do. And today we have the additional justification that Federal Highway Aid has become self-liquidating through the imposition of federal taxes upon
gasoline, tires, oil and parts. The highways are returning to the federal government an income more than
equal to the requirements of Federal Aid, and every
reason that forbids the diversion of state gas and vehicle
taxes to other than highway purposes applies with equal
force to the diversion of federal taxes upon highway
users.
Next, I think it is important that we centralize the
control and administration of highway improvement, so
far as practical, in the state highway departments, to
insure sound planning and to avoid waste. In a number
of states this process is now going on. It is wise and
well-founded. If we are going to have a more rational
grouping of our roads and our highways, and if we are
to integrate them into a complete system, it will be
desirable to centralize the design, construction and administration of that system. Moreover, in this day of
enforced economy, it is necessary also that we eliminate
the needless dispersion of highway revenues in unnecessary administrative agencies, each absorbing some part
of the available funds in administrative expense. If we
are going to give the taxpayer, especially the property
taxpayer, more road for his dollar, then it is incumbent
upon us to eliminate as much as possible of the waste
now involved in the administration of that dollar.

First, it is necessary for us to set up a more intelligent
classification and grouping of our highways and roads
on the basis of traffic requirements rather than the accident of political control. We have the so-called state
roads, the county roads and the township roads. Many
of our county roads are and should be part of the
primary highway net of the country. Some of our
township roads might qualify on this basis. But this
grouping into state, county and township roads has come
into existence very largely by accident. We are not
administering them and cannot administer them most
To Stimulate Traffic and Revenues
efficientlyuntil we have reclassified them on the basis of
trunk-line, secondary or land-service needs.
Then we must exert our best effort to keep the main
Next, we cannot, at any hazard, dispense with our
trunk highway system on a self-liquidating basis and
Federal Aid to highways. There is no other single inequal to increasing traffic demands. We have today, as
fluence, in my judgment, that has contributed so powerI said, a great highway system, and yet we have much
fully to the rational development of this new transportacongestion in certain bottle-necks that involve the public
tion machine. Federal Aid has been the motivating
safety as well as transportation inefficiency. We have
power behind our efforts to set up a rational program of
need for bypasses, for realignment and reconstruction,
highway development. It has insisted upon the laying
for greater economy, and for safety in driving the highout of continuous roads for interstate traffic, that conways. We have need for grade improvements where, in
tinuity which is the essence of a transportation artery as
the first rush of road building, some of the new highdistinct from a land-service facility. It has also fostered
ways were laid upon the alignment and grades of the
the research and established the standards necessary to
old land-service roads.
insure that these facilities be designed and built in acIf we are going to keep our primary highway systems
cordance with the requirements of a transportation artery
self-liquidating,
it is necessary that we keep them up to
rather than those of a local land-service facility.
a
high
standard,
that we maintain the efficiency, conThis national viewpoint in the development of our
venience
and
safety
of highway travel that will en·
highways has been the most powerful single factor
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courage their use as a transportation artery rather than
discourage and hamper it.
Moreover, I sometimes wonder whether we have begun
to cash in on our highway investment. We are all
dressed up and don't know where to go. We have made
a substantial investment in an improved transportation
machine and do not know how to use it fully. One of
the greatest benefits to be derived by the community
from an improved transportation facility is the simplification of our government structure. For reasons that
may have been perfectly good years ago, this blessed land
of ours is carved up into thousands and thousands of governmental sub-divisions that are of no more necessity
today than are two tails to a cat. Our governmental
sub-divisions are a heritage of the days of the ox-cart,
the horse and buggy and the mud road as the only means
by which the citizen could get to his county seat, his
court-house and his trading center. The new transportation machine offers us an opportunity to save millions in
the needless cost of administering government. But we
have not yet had the intellig;enceor the courage to seize
upon it.
The same applies to our educational system. There
are school districts today that maintain school-houses
and staffs and overhead expense each for the education
of a handful of children. The school-bus system needs
more development.
We need to study this new transportation agency in
the light of all the potential values it has created, and
then to cash in on some of them. Those who are urging
today that we cut our highway program or declare a
"highway holiday" in order to cut down the cost of government, and slash taxes, are missing the point. The
place to cut the cost of government is in government
administration, rather than in the capital investment we
are making to facilitate true governmental economies. It
is that which makes it possible for us to cut the cost of
government, if only we were not, for one reason or
another, deterred from taking advantage of it.

Economies Through Cutting Governmental Costs
Cuts in administrative and operating costs are true
economies; cuts in capital investment may not be
economies in any sense of the word. The place to begin
cutting the cost of government is this needless waste of
the taxpayers' money in maintaining and operating an
obsolete and anachronistic government structure. That
is what I mean when I say that I doubt whether we have
begun to cash in on our highways. We need more
development and more intensive and intelligent use of
our new transportation machine.
The next point to bear in mind in formulating highway programs is the avoidance of excessivetaxes on our
highway users. Let us not strangle our highways.
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If we follow the lead of those who know little of what
the modern highway means and care less, we shall find
ourselves strangling our new transportation machine.
Today we have it partly built. We are just beginning to
realize on its value. Already it effects great savings and
adds vast wealth, tangible and intangible, to our people.
It has contributed mightily to the upbuilding of our industries and, in its many aspects, gives employment to
millions. It is returning a surplus over its cost of operation and maintenance, thereby helping us to improve
more and more of the secondary or land-service roads
and to remove some of their cost from the tax-bills of
the property owners.
Despite all this, there are those who for one reason or
another see_m bent on taxing it to death. They would
bleed the highway revenues for every conceivable purpose other than the development and maintenance of the
highways themselves. I doubt if ever there have been
made to the American people proposals so mad as these.
By our own hands we have wrought an instrument of
great service and value, a source of great wealth to us.
And now we are urged to strangle it in its youth, to tax
it to death just as it is coming into its maturity. It is a
grotesque proposal.
This is not just a phantasy of mine, a ridiculous fear.
We are told that last year two million cars were laid up
by their owners because they were unwilling to pay the
cost of operating them. We are up against the law of
diminishing returns. Give the people a new facility for
their service and they will use it and pay for it gladly.
But keep loading upon them an increasing charge for the
use of that facility, and there comes a time when no
amount of increase in the rate charged will make up for
the loss of revenue due to diminished use.
All over the land today, the animal-drawn vehicle is
coming back into use. Yes, more; in some communities
they are hitching old Dobbin to the Chevrolet, putting
shafts on their automobiles for animal draft. This is in
the states that have run up their gasoline taxes out of
all reason.

Highway Taxes Are Highway Revenues
What is the sense of making an investment in a great
transportation machine and then arbitrarily running up
the cost of using it to a point where you prohibit the
use of it and kill the revenue derived from it? We must
stop thinking about gasoline and vehicle taxes. They
are not taxes. They are charges for a service and constitute highway revenues as truly as the passenger and
freight charges of a railroad are revenues. The rates
charged for the service must bear some proportion to the
cost of rendering the service and the ability of the buyer
to pay for it. We have proved that we can maintain a
{Continued on page 26)
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You must realize that your State Tax is high, due to
the fact that the State of Maine covers a large territory
but has a small population, and if the State had to pay
what is needed by the Department it would mean an
increase in taxes which would bring much opposition

MACHIAS IN HISTORY
(Continued from page 9)
Food for the Hungry, Drink for the Thirsty, Lodging
for the Weary, and Good Keeping for the Horses.-By
Job Burnham.
The old covered bridge which prompted this article
will shortly be gone, but the new concrete bridge will
not detract from the beauty of the rocky gorge and falls.
And, in the quiet of this little county seat, with its background of stirring events, may it be hoped that visitors
will be able to catch the spirit which seems to pervade
this locality and, perhaps by some means, grasp a bit
of the enterprise, strength of will and courage shown by
the men and women who have made Machias famous,
and carry it away with them to assist them through the
widely different but no less trying problems of our
modern days.

Lombard Bridge Bids Opened
Bids were opened by the State Highway Commission,
on Wednesday, March 29th, for construction of Lombard
Bridge, in Norway, on a section of Route 117, now
under construction as a Federal Aid project.
The lowest figure submitted for the work was
$3,043.25, Sweetser Brothers of Yarmouth being the
bidders.

from those who do not hunt and fish also from manufacturing plants throughout the State. This license with
the increased appropriation from the State means simply
this: That as soon as suitable waters are found, fish
propagation in the State will be increased from five to
seven times more fish than we are able to handle at the
present time. It will also mean much better protection
of game and will eventually mean that the State will
raise pheasants and other birds to supply the hunter
with better sport all through the State.
I suppose many wonder why it is necessary to have
so many laws pertaining to fish and game. I might
explain it in this way: If we were all good sportsmen,
only laws pertaining to open season would be necessary,
and possibly bag limits. However, due to the fact that
laws cannot be made for honest sportsmen when it is
necessary to have laws covering every situation which
might arise. If everyone were honest, it would only be
necessary for store keepers to open their doors in the
morning and let everyone help themselves and go to
the cash register and make their own change. If the
time ever comes when the merchants in this State find
that they can do this, no doubt we will do away with
most of the fish and game laws, but I am afraid this
will never happen in our time.

The spread of knowledge about the dominance of
highway transportation made possible through improved
roads will bring a public realization of the essential
nature of roads and streets and will sustain and renew
enthusiastic interest. Continued investment of public
funds in highway construction and maintenance will be
justified.-New Mexico Magazine.

FREE
CATALOG
Ready March 10
Fu 11 y illustrated
showing footwear
and clothing f o r
camping and fishing. Also o th er
specialties
for c a m p e r and
fisherman.

L. L. BEAN
193 Main St.
Freeport

Maine

Lost:

5600..,000..,000.00

By R. L. Forney
Statistician,
National Safety Oouncil

VERY person interested in traffic should also be interested in traffic safety. The automobile manufacturer should build a safe car. The commercial
vehicle operator should train safe drivers. And state of·
ficials should construct safe highways, permit only safe
drivers on those highways, and show drivers and pedestrians how to conduct themselves safely.
Needless to say this interest in safety is not always
present among traffic officials, just as it has not always
existed in the field of industrial safety. Some plant pro·
duction managers have said "We must keep up our pro·
duction schedule, regardless of accidents." Some state
officials have said "We must build every foot of paved
highway possible; we have no time or money to study
the accident situation."
But industry has found that accidents are really a
sign of inefficiency, and that production without accidents is not only possible but profitable. Public officials
are also learning that accident records are just as important in the control of state highway traffic as material
specifications, or cost accounting.
Any governmental unit concerned with traffic should
keep adequate records of traffic accidents occurring on
the streets and highways over which it has jurisdiction.
A county highway or state highway department is concerned only with certain specified highways. Ordinarily,
it must depend on its own employees
for information about accidents on
those highways. A State Motor
Vehicle Department, on the other
hand, may receive reports of all
motor vehicle accidents in the state:
required by legislation. The Uniform Vehicle Code, which is recommended to all states by the National Conference on Street and
Highway Safety, has this provision:
"The driver of any vehicle involved in an accident resulting in
injury or death to any person or
property damage to an apparent
extent of $50 or more shall, within 24 hours, forward a written report of such accident to the (State
Motor Vehicle) Department."
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EGARDLESS of whether this
compulsory legislation is in ef·

In Various Parts of the U.S. During 1932
From Motor Vehicle Accidents - A Statistician Gives These Startling Facts, Urging
Need of Safety Efforts
feet, and regardless of whether it seems possible to obtain reports on every accident that occurs, any city,
county, or state department that is concerned with traffic
control, or street and highway building and maintenance,
should adopt the most practical method available for getting reports of traffic accidents.
The reason for this is simple: There were in the
United States, during 1932 about 29,500 deaths and
about 1,000,000 non-fatal injuries resulting from motor
vehicle accidents, and the economic cost of these accidents, omitting property damage, is estimated at $600,000,000. It is important, from the economic as well as
the humanitarian standpoint that these injuries and the
resulting loss be cut down.
Furthermore, experience shows that it is practically
impossible to lessen the number of accidents unless the
facts are known regarding where, how, why, and when
past accidents have occurred. It is impossible to make
highway design safer until we find out the unsafe
features of present design. Drivers and pedestrians will
not respond to a general admonition to "Be Careful". It
is essential that they be told just how to be careful, what
not to do that they have been doing, and what to do that
they have not been doing. It is also necessary that
automobile manufacturers and owners be told specifically
the faults of car construction and maintenance that, in
the past, have contributed to traffic
accidents. Obviously, it is impossible to supply answers to these
questions without accident records.
It will be seen that these possibilities for using past accident experience to prevent future accidents,
group themselves into the three
classi fications-e-education, engineering, and enforcement.
Under engineering may be classified all improvements in highways,
including the related items of signals
and signs; also improvement in
vehicle design and manufacture.
Under education are included the
many methods of telling the driving
and the walking public how to conduct itself on the streets in a safe
and efficient manner. Enforcement
concludes the program by telling
Page Twenty-one
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workmen,
modern precision equipment,
produce the halftones, etch, ings and color plates that"
"tell your story in pictures, v·
leaving nothing untold."
Over 25 years of constant
and successful effort to improve our product
have
· qualified us to meet your
most exacting requirements;
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the small minority of drivers and pedestrians that they
must discontinue, whether they wish to or not, those
practices which past accident records have shown to be
hazardous.
EACH of these main classifications for using accident
records has many angles. Without attempting to
exhaust all the possibilities, I have set down 20 specific
uses of records that have come to the attention of the
National Safety Council.
As written, these refer to state-wide administration,
but in most cases they are equally applicable in counties
or citres, Various state officials may find in this list
some new ways of using traffic accident data. Accident
records may be used:
I. To ascertain the real magnitude of the state's
traffic accident problem, in deaths, injuries, and
property damage, so that the public may realize the
importance of cooperating with state departments
in their traffic safety efforts.
2. To determine types of accidents that occur most
frequently, so that the most important types can be
emphasized in public safety education.
3. To determine whether safety education is most
needed among private car drivers, truck drivers, or
taxicab drivers.

4. To learn what needs to be done for the safety of
out-of-state drivers.
5. To find out what drivers and pedestrians were doing or intended to do at the time of the accident, so
that they may be urged to discontinue their unsafe
practices.
6. To show which stretches of highway and which intersections have the most accidents so that these
may be thoroughly studied.
7. To prove whether or not traffic signals, signs, or
pavement markings are needed in a certain location, and if so, what kind.
8. To permit detailed examination of an intersection's
"accident history", through a collision diagram.
9. To determine whether proposed grade separations,
re-routings, etc., are necessary.
10. To prove the necessity for gates, watchmen or other
protection of railroad grade crossings.
11. To prove the necessity for rounding off corners, removing view obstructions, and similar engineering
changes at intersections.
12. To prove that badly surfaced roads, unlighted obstructions, and similar highway conditions, are
"accident makers".
13. To justify vehicle inspection campaigns.
14. To determine the most desirable distribution of the
state highway patrol by hours of the day, days of
the week, etc.
15. To obtain public support for enforcement by showing that traffic violations cause accidents.
16. To discover the extent to which accidents are
caused by physical handicaps or inexperience of
the driver, thus preparing the way for more strict
control, through drivers' license examinations.
17. To .discover accident prone drivers so that their
driving privileges may be suspended or revoked.
18. To show the need for new legislation by demonstrating the accident hazards of certain driving
practices.
19. To demonstrate that the accident toll could be cut
by an addition to the force of employees or officers,
or that a reduction in force would probably mean
increased accidents.
20. To answer unfair criticism of state highway and
motor vehicle department safety efforts.
The National Safety Council has prepared a series of
Public Safety Memos which have been planned to give
assistance in these and other uses of accident records.
These memos which will be sent on request to officials,
are as follows:
No. 40. Filing Traffic Accident Reports by Locations.
No. 61. Studying the Danger Spots in Traffic.
No. 62. Publicity and Public Support for Traffic
Work of Police Departments.
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No. 69. Standard Traffic Accident Reporting
for City Police Departments.
No. 75. Traffic Accident Spot Maps.
No. 78. Standard Traffic Accident Reporting
for States.
Upon request, the National Safety
Council also will supply additional
information on any of the above uses
of records and will be glad to receive
reports of additional uses.

System

System

many city police departments; and such cards were used
by most of the several hundred American cities that competed in the 1932 National Traffic Safety Contest.
A
slight adaptation of the report card form has been found
desirable for state highway or state motor vehicle de-
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partment use. Several years ago the
American. Association of Stat~ Highway Officials approved for highway
departments
a form which corresponds very closely to the city police
department card. This highway de-

OST of the cities, counties, and
partment form has been adopted in
states that are now making
Indiana, West Virginia, Illinois, and
effective use of accident records in
a number of other states. In those
their traffic safety work have adopted
states where accident reports are
the Standard Traffic Accident Reportcompulsory through legislative ening System or one similar to it.
actment, there is also great uniThis system was first started about
formity between the departments reten years ago and has been endorsed
ceiving such reports.
by the National
Conference
on
The National Safety Council has
Street and Highway Safety, the Insamples of the forms used in various
ternational Association of Chiefs of
states by different jurisdictions and
Police, the American Association of
will be glad to cooperate with any
State Highway Officials, and others.
' ·-;;·~·:;:·t~-;:;~:;.'";'.'"' .. ';'"";',. £ T v co v N c 1 L
state, county, or city department proThe report card for the individual accident is the most
posing to start the collections of accident reports, or
important part of the system. These cards are used by to improve its present system.
0

Economical Construction with Tarmae
In his talk before the Association of Highway Officials of the North Atlantic States at
Atlantic City, A. R. Taylor, Engineer, Tarmac Division, Koppers Products Co., said:
"Such rapid progress has been made in the development of low-cost
surfacing that today there is a type that can be used satisfactorily
with almost any kind of local aggregate."
As Tarmac has played an important part in the development of low-cost bituminous
surfacing, we have assembled a great deal of information on the methods of constructing
economical, durable, skid-resistant surfaces. Write for this information.
We maintain Tarmac service stations in 15 locations convenient to you. Get in touch with
the district office nearest to you.
PROVIDENCE,

R. I.

PORTLAND, MAINE
Tel. Forest 7123

Koppers Products Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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and Service
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Fine Highways Are At

YOUR SERVICE
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OIL CO. OF NEW YORK INC.

(A Socony-Vacnum Corp.)

Wyandotte Calcium Chloride
IS RECOMMENDED FOR

ICE CONTROL
CONCRETE CURING
REFRIGERATION
BRINE

DUST CONTROL
ROAD MAINTENANCE
DUSTLESS FUELS

"'\Vrlte for Corup le'te Information
Wyan(lotte Cnlclrnn Chloride is
1>ackl"d in 100 lb. bags and in
375 lb. steel drums.

E. & F. KING & CO., INC.
NO. 399 ATLANTIC AVE.
BOSTON
MASS.
LOCAL AGENTS
W. B. ARNOLD
W. W. SMALL
Waterville
Farmington

X Marks The Spot
Last Summer, Ole and Jens, who are novices at the
game, went fishing. Strange!y enough, they happened
to hit a good spot and hauled in quite a bunch of
whoppers.
"By yee, das fine fishing hole--las mark das place ant
come back tomorrow," suggested Ole, and proceeded to
pull up the anchor.
Then as they neared the shore, Ole asked, "Did you
mark das place where ve caught dose fish?"
"You bet," answered Jens, "Ay poot cross mark on
da side da boat."
Ole snorted, "Well, lunkhead, how do you know ve'll
get das same boat tomorrow?"-The Earth Mover.

Light Bitulllinous Macadam. Surfacing
Over Surface· Treated Gravel
HE following paper, on the subject of Light
Bituminous Macadam Surfacing Over SurfaceTreated Gravel was presented by Ernest L. Merrill,
Assistant Engineer of Maine State Highway Commission,
to the members of the Association of State Highway
Officials of the North Atlantic States, meeting in annual
convention.

T

With a total road mileage of about 22,500 miles and
a population of only 800,000, it is imperative that the
State of Maine find a type of road that is suitable for a
large part of its primary system and which will cost
considerably less than concrete or heavy macadam pave·
ments, although, of course, there are sections where the
traffic is such that these heavier pavements are necessary.
There is a considerable mileage where the traffic
census shows a fairly large number of vehicles per day
with a small percentage of trucks and it is on this mileage that a lighter type of pavement is ample.
After experimenting considerably during the past three
years, we have had very satisfactory results with a three
inch compacted thickness of emulsified asphalt penetration with the crushed stone base omitted.
There are very few available trap rock deposits in
Maine and it is necessary to use local stone of fairly soft
granite and emulsified asphalt adapts itself very readily
to this type of stone since no particular harm is done if
such stone breaks up some under the roller as the asphalt
will readily penetrate and coat all of the stone.
Our construction season is quite short and the use of
this material allows us to work quite late in the fall with
good results.
In constructing an unimproved section, the road is
graded and a bank-run gravel base put in from twelve
to eighteen inches, compact depth according to the
nature of the sub-soil.
After the base is brought to grade and compacted, it
is given a surface treatment of tar of from five-tenths to
six-tenths of a gallon per square yard applied in two
applications.
Whenever possible, the base is allowed to lay over
during the winter so that fills will be thoroughly compacted and the base well consolidated.
.
In the case of an old gravel road which is wearing
out, sufficient gravel is put on to bring it up to a true
cross-section and any weak section strengthened and surface treatment then applied.
Upon the surface-treated gravel base, there is spread
sufficient crushed stone for a three inch compacted depth.
This stone is of such size that will pa s a two and onehalf inch screen and be retained on a one inch screen.
The usual precautions against segregation are taken and
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with this range of stone sizes the filling of the voids is
reduced to a minimum. After the surface has been
rolled and keyed together, emulsified asphalt is applied
at the rate of one gallon per square yard. Immediately
after the emulsion has been applied and before it has
had time to "break", clean key stone passing a one inch
screen and retained on a one-half inch screen is spread
uniformly over the surface, handbroomed and rolled.
The quantity of stone for this application is only sufficient to permit rolling without "picking up".

RoAD OFFICIALS
here's a way to make Tax
Money do more Work
SAVE YOUR GOOD ROADS

Second Application of Emulsified Asphalt
After the first application has had time to "break",
a second application of emulsified asphalt is uniformly
applied at the rate of one gallon per square yard. Before it has had time to "break", it is covered uniformly
with clean key stone in such quantity to fill all the
voids, but not in excess of this. The surface is then
thoroughly rolled and during this rolling the surface is
broom-dragged to evenly distribute the key stone and
more key stone is added whenever necessary to give a
uniform covering without excess.
The following day, the course is thoroughly and systematically rolled, beginning at the shoulders and finishing
at the crown, At least twenty-four hours should elapse
after the second application of emulsified asphalt before
traffic is allowed over the surface.
First Seal Coat
At least twenty-four hours should elapse after second
application of asphalt before applying the seal coat.
After the surface has been compacted, it is swept clean
and a seal coat of three-tenths of a gallon of emulsified
asphalt per square yard is applied evenly. As soon as
the emulsion "breaks", it is uniformly covered with
clean stone chips in a quantity sufficient to take up all
excess bituminous material, after which it is well
broomed with a broom drag and rolled. If the stone is of
such quality that the chips show excessive crushing under
the roller, the engineer may cause this rolling to be
omitted. The size of the chips for both seal coats is
what will pass a one-half inch screen and be retained on
a one-quarter inch screen.
Second Seal Coat
Before traffic is allowed over the first seal coat, a second seal coat of three-tenths of a gallon of emulsified
asphalt per square yard is applied evenly. As soon as
the emulsion "breaks", it is uniformly covered with clean
stone chips in a quantity sufficient to take up all excess
bituminous material, after which it is well broomed with
a broom drag and thorough! y rolled.
The above method of sealing gives a finished granular
surface of small particles, non-skid and without the
objectionable rumble of an open macadam surface.
(Continued on page 26)
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REVENT waste of
surface material, prevent accidents and discomfort, keep roads firm, smooth and moist
with Dowflake- Calcium Chloride. By using
Dowflake as a maintenance material, a greater
mileage of stabilized soil and gravel roads
can be maintained with the same budget. Put
tax money to work by using unemployed man
power to build and maintain good roads. Use
Dowflake as first aid in all your gravel road
maintenance.
KEEP

DOWN

MAINTENANCE

COSTS

New York Branch=-So East 42nd St., New York City
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JOHN P. WEBSTER & CO.
61 Main Street
New Coe Bui1ding
Bangor, Maine
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FUTURE HIGHWAY PROGRAM
(Continued from page 19)
rate of charge sufficient to make the trunk highway
systems self-liquidating and foster increased patronage.
If we will avert this insane diversion of our highway
revenues to support fish-hatcheries, schools for sheriffs,
or what have you, and thereby refrain from bleeding the
highway user (the customer for our transportation service) we shall be able to keep the cost down to a level
at which he will still patronize our highways and contribute to our net revenues.
It is a business proposition pure and simple. The
highway user is not a Christmas tree. If we continue
to look to him to carry an increasing share of the cost
of government by simply jacking up the charges for
highway use, we are going to cut down his patronage.
If we do this our highways will not be the first agency
of transportation to learn the lesson of diminishing returns in the bitter school of experience.
(To Conclude In May Issue)
No Doubt!
An old lady approached a ship's officer on a dirty
night. "Oh, I feel dreadfully ill," she moaned, "what do
you think I should do?" "Don't let that worry you,"
replied the callous sailor, "you'll do it!"
-North Dakota Highway Bulletin.

LIGHT BITUMINOUS MACADAM SURFACE
(Continued from page 25)
Many variations of surface finish are possible and on the
last seal coat instead of applying chips, if crusher dust
up to one-quarter inch or coarse sand is used, a texture
very closely resembling sheet asphalt is obtained.
The result is an exceptionally smooth-riding, waterproof pavement that will not bleed in hot weather nor
push under traffic.
The above described type of pavement has been built
in Maine at the following costs:
Using local field stone for crushing,
the cost of the stone in place was $0.253 per sq. yd.
Emulsified asphalt, 2.6 gallons per
square yard, furnished and applied, @ 0.1026 per gal.
0.267 per sq. yd.
Total cost of pavement per square --yard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.52
Accident Toll Reduced
A total of 9500 Americans were alive and well today
who would have been killed if the accidental death rate
had not been checked in 1932, the National Safety
Council recently announced.
Motor vehicle deaths dropped more than 4200.
Public accidents dropped from 20,000 to 18,000.
This classification includes drowning, firearms accidents,
and the like.
Home accidents dropped from 29,000 to 28,000.
Industrial deaths dropped from 17,500 to 15,000.
Although many freak accident reports come to the
Automobile Club of Southern California, none has
quite equaled a coincidence occurring at Amersham,
England.
\Vhen two motorists who had collided at a dangerous
corner got out and came face to face, they discovered
that they worked in the same office, were both foremen
on the same job, and were both responsible for the
painting of the white line and danger signs on the
road.-Calif omia Highways.
If a paved road is neglected and permitted to develop
holes and rough spots, the average cost of operating an
automobile over it jumps from 5.44 cents a mile to 6.42
cents a mile. If good gravel roads are permitted to get
out of condition, the cost of operating a car on them
rises from 6.43 cents a mile to 7.5 cents a mile.
-Minnesota Highway News.
The highway dollar is a round dollar that finds its
way into everybody' pocket, from the corner groceryman's to the capitalist's, either directly or from the returns of improved transportation.-Arizona Highways.
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In
Car Needs

By E. E. Duffy

HE slight hesitation in the spread of automobile
ownership during the last two years should not be
be taken as a sign that the saturation point of
either automobiles or roads is here.
Automotive and highway authorities almost without
exception are of the opinion that within the next ten
years the present registration of 26,000,000 cars will be
swelled by several millions. Despite the drop in car
sales in 1931 more miles were traveled than ever before.
That road building must go on at full speed is the
message written in present highway usage and needs, in
existing records of road maintenance which show that
too much is being spent to keep poor roads travelable,
in automobile accidents which continue to increase.
Three-fourths of the nation's travel over rural roads
is carried on the state highway systems which total
324,500 miles. Of this, 225,000 miles have been surfaced but even many of these surfaces are of an inferior,
uneconomical nature. Many cost from $150 to $900
more per mile per year to maintain than high type
pavement. The Federal Aid system of nearly 200,000
miles, largely coincidental with the state systems, and
carrying half of all rural traffic, is still far from complete.
It is impossible to grasp the magnitude of motor usage.
Pleasure-bent motorists will this year spend some three
billion dollars in traveling no one knows how far or
where. Twenty million head of livestock will ride to
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.Are you familiar with Maine's
many beauty spots?

Maine Highways
endeavors to "visit" one or
more each month . . . . and
welcomes your companionship.
MAINE HIGHWAYS,
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY
AUGUSTA,
MAINE.
Enclosed
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Dollar.
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market in motor trucks. The bus travel in this one
country will he in the neighborhood of two billion passengers, almost as many people as there are on earth.
Any sort of a moratorium in highway construction
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B. P. W. Club Women
Attractive
By

Ruth

Henclerso11

Roadside

Sign

Howe;;

HEN during the summer days to come, the visiting motorist rolls into Augusta, she-because
this is of special interest to her-will know by
an upward glance at a tall and dignified looking roadside sign, just when the Augusta Business and Professional Women's Club meets, as well as learn that she
is approaching the Capital City of the Pine Tree State
because the Augusta club, composed of half a hundred
business and professional women, is displaying such a
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Toncan Iron Culverts last longer in service because
they are made of refined iron alloyed with copper
and molybdenum. Their extreme resistance to rust
makes them most economical in service. And with
economy the guiding factor in today's buying, Toncan
Iron Culverts are the logical selection.
A size and gauge for every service.

BERGER METAL CULVERT CO. OF N. E.
307 Dorchester Avenue,
Boston, Mass.
Member

Toncan

Culvert

Manufacturers' Association

PIRATES OF THE MAINE COAST
1524to 1933-A book of authentic narratives
of bloodshed, robbery, buried treasure. Illustrated, indexed and attractively bound. By
Hildreth G. Hawes. $2.00.
Only a small edition is to be printed. If you wish
to reaerve a copy, send a J)Ostcnr<l 01· this nclvertisement to-

Hildreth G. Hawes Name
Hallowell, Moine Address
Send No Money

No. Copies
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would be ill-timed and in violation of economic laws
which possibly can be frustrated but at great cost.
The automotive and road building industries are the
country's greatest employers of ·men.
Diversion of road funds, contributed by motorists for
roads, to purposes unrelated to highways, and curtailment of road construction, are considered by the nation's
industrial and business leaders to be the greatest deterrents to the return of those much sought for good times.
So aside from the social and economic needs for rapid
road construction there is the all important matter of
jobs. Unhampered, the construction of roads and streets
and traffic safety facilities can be of more pronounced
leadership in rejobulating the jobless.

-rourte8y

Kennebec

Journal

Staff Photogra.pher

National Business and Professional Women's
Club Road sign,
placed on a highway approaching
the Cap it al City bv th«
Augusta
Club.
n1iss. E. Elizabeth
Jones, a past presiden t, is
standing beside the sign.

sign-the first in thi tale of the National Federation
approved type.
Mis Mary E. G. Hegart}, who Iiv es in Winthrop and
i: ·employed in an Augusta law office, a former chairman
of the tate Federation', puhlicity committee, now the

.
.
.
A
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head of the Augusta club's Public Relations committee;
Miss Elizabeth A. Ballantyne and Miss E. Elizabeth
Jones, both of Augusta, and all three former presidents
of the Augusta club, gave the sign to the club, and Miss
Ethel M. Leavitt, the president, accepted with surprise
and delight, when the annual public relations dinner of
the club was held this month at the Hotel North, Augusta.
The presentation was a surprise 'feature of the dinner,
which was attended by members of the Rotary, the
Kiwanis, the Calumet, the Augusta Girls Community, the
Zonta Clubs and the Augusta League of Women Voters,
as well as others. The guest speaker was Hon. John E.
Nelson, former congressman, and the occasion marked
his first public appearance before 'home folks' since he
left his Congressional duties after the 'lame-duck' session in Washington, D. C.
The Public Relations committee of the Augusta Business and Professional Women's Club has always been
more or less an 'up-and-coming' part of the club's committee set-up. Each year the committee sponsors an
outstanding event of 100 per cent civic interest.
Following a Public Relations dinner held in Augusta
City Hall, one year, which was attended by over 1,200
guests, the committee superintended the distribution of
16,000 pieces of literature relative to Maine. The material was furnished by the Maine Development Commission and the publicity went into every community
in the state where is located a B. P. W. Club.
It was the happy idea of Miss Hegarty, the club's
representative at a community meeting before Christmas
last year, to launch a Community Christmas Cheer party.
All civic organizations of the city put a shoulder to the
wheel and the result was a big card party in City Hall
and the netting of over $400. The money was used in
furnishing Christmas dinners for the worthy poor of the
city, who, otherwise, night not have been remembered.
"The Pageant of Augusta Women," was another
splendid accomplishment of the Augusta B. P. W., engineered by the Public Relations committee. The preparation meant searching the local histories and getting
into the attics of old Augusta homes, with the result that
the first Augusta woman doctor, lawyer, nurse, dressmaker, poetess, musician and composer, librarian and
so on, down the list of feminine occupations, were presented in a colorful array.
The Augusta Business and Professional Women's
Club was organized in 1925 and, thus, is now in the
eighth year of its existence. The club includes, among
its members, a former state federation president, Mrs.
Sara Laffin Hammons.
The officers of the Augusta Club are: Miss Ethel M.
Leavitt, president; Mrs. Lelia E. Gdri~n, first .dvice ·pMresident; Mrs. Jean M. Jackson, secon vice pres1 ent, rs.
Faye C. Hovey, corresponding secretary; Miss Bertha
Kennison, treasurer.

for road problems

CTION .. the 1933 way

HOW TO CARRY ON
with slashed budgets,
tax-cut demands, and
unemployment relief.
"Our Board advised that our funds would be greatly
reduced . . . that we would be expected to about
triple our employment. We remonstrated. The
Board won . . . They held the purse strings . . • "
So began a talk by R. B. Travers, County Superintendent, Onondaga County, N. Y.
"We recommended," he went on, " . . . stage construction ... which was approved by our Board •.•
grading, alignment •.. installation of drainage systems, guard rails. Surfacing with bank run of gravel.
Treatment of gravel with surface-binder and dustlayer. Maintenance.
"We decided on Calcium Chloride* as the best surface treatment for roads of this type. We found
that the combination of the moisture, which Calcium
Chloride added to the surface, and action of traffic,
consolidate the surface into a solid mass, necessitating very little maintenance and making the surface
almost impervious to the elements.
"On two projects half of each road was left untreated. Section untreated at present almost impassable due to failure of gravel to compact itself
without assistance of Calcium Chloride.
"We anticipated top dressing with fines. Included
item in our estimate. Now we find binder eliminates
this anticipated expense.
"We have furnished taxpayers with good roads ••.
furnished employment for three times normal number of men ..• gained both good will and approval
of taxpayers and welfare commissioners •.. have
been able to relieve the pressure for diverting funds
to relief agencies . . . families were taken care of
at a cost of $30 per month per family. Successful
results."
Write today for full information about this use of
1933 methods for solving these 1933 problems. We'll
be glad to help you.

Solvay Sales Corporation
I Alkalies

and Chemical Products Manufactured by
1 he Solvay Process Company
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Forty Years

For Beauty's

Ago

THE following

item, from the
March I, 1893 issue of the
Bath Times, submitted by Mr. E.
P. Briggs, will doubtless prove of
interest to many, as the events of
forty years concerning the old
ferry over the Kennebec river, are
recalled:

"The trustees of the Ferry
company have submitted their annual report for the year and find
that the new tolls fail to yield
as much revenue as was expected.
For the year 1892, 46,183 foot
passengers have been carried;
7,823 single teams and 1,103
double teams. This with .a number of miscellaneous receipts has
yielded $4,795.94.
In 1891 the
receipts were $4,963.13.
There
were carried that year 38,000 foot
passengers, 7813 single and 1501
double teams.
"The expenditures have been
more this year on account of repairs, running extra times and
keeping the slips in repair, which
combined with a falling off in receipts makes a net earning of
$200.21 for the year. Last year
the boat cleared $1,167.03.
Tolls
were reduced from 60 cents to 50
cents for double teams and from
6 cents to 5 cents for foot passengers. This was after a petition
and general hearing.
"The boat has been run the
whole year without accident and
with the exception of ten days for
the regular Spring overhauling,
not a trip has been lost. As one
of the directors remarked, 'we
have done all our own work and
looked after the Maine Central
when there was an accident there.'
The directors think the Union
ought to be preserved for another
year at least and think she will do
her work all right."
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Roadside Beautification Contest Committee has announced its
second annual
contest, every
Maine community interested in the
beautification of Maine's roadsides being eligible to enter.
Entries
remain
open until
June 24th, but they should be
sent in as early as possible. The
contest closes on October 24th.
The contest is divided into two
divisions, the Class A project and
the Class B project. The former
consists of all adult groups, including women's clubs, garden
clubs, service clubs, town improvement societies, roadside improvement associations, c i v i c
groups, grange associations, etc.
The Class B project includes all
junior groups, such as Camp Fire
Girls, Girl Scouts, Girl Reserves
Boy Scouts, 4-H Clubs, etc.
'
Prizes are to be awarded in
both classes.
Rules for the contest were
drawn up by a committee consisting of Miss Florence A. Paul, of
York Village, Mrs. Lawrence C.
Andrew, of Portland, and Mrs.
Lena M. Day, of Gorham.
Complete details may be obtained through addressing an inquiry to any member of the Rules
Committee, or through communicating with the Editor of the
Sunday Telegram.
There was the usual number of
drownings last year-the National
Safety Council estimates the total
to exceed 6,000 - but only two
were of a highly unusual nature.
Benjamin N atkins, a prominent
orristown (N. J.) business man,
drowned in a crock of vinegar
while Percy Ruehkor:ff of Percy:
Ill., more choosy, drowned in a
puddle of wine.
- Puulio Nafcty.

Dragon
Cement Mill
at Thomaston,
Maine.
(Only cement mill
in New England)
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LAWRENCE PORTLAND
75
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For high early strength and
... watertight concrete, and
concrete highly resistant
to severe exposure.
Lime for every purpose
-Land Lime, Chemical
ydrate,MasonsHydrate
and Masons Lump or
Pulverized Lime.
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This 96" GOHI
Corrugated
Culvert
was installed in Wake County,
N. C., in 1912.
It is in
perfect condition todayshows no wear at all
after
battling
corrosion
and weather for 20 years.

·uere i• the E'1'1DitlCI
"7ouWant~

in the firoun•

T is the Pure Iron alloyed with the right amount of copper
that gives GOH! Corrugated Culverts their rust-resisting
and lasting qualities. The guaranteed analysis of GOHI base
metal is 99.90% Pure Iron-Copper Alloy. Greater purity cannot be produced except by laboratory methods, and science to
date has not produced a culvert metal with higher resistance
to corrosion and weather. For nearly a quarter century, GOHI
Culverts have been demonstrating their low-cost-per-year
service. Write today for full information.

I

BANCROFT C& MARTIN ROLLING MILLS COMPANY
South Portland, Maine

!

GOHI is guaranteed to
contain . 2

'fr

copper and

.3 o/c

to
is

99.9';:

pure Iron-Copper alloy.
... That's why it lasts
longer.

R. B. DUNNING & CO.
.Bangor,

Maine

Eastern Maine Distributors

Telephone Forest 4640.
GOH! Culverts meet copper-bearing pure
iron requirements
in all accepted specifications for corrugated metal culverts.

GOHI

orrucrated
CULVERTS

